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PREFACE 
The study of the problem of immersions of manifolds in higher dimensional 
Euclidean spaces is motivated by the fact that the various curvatures like the 
Total Absolute Curvature, associated with these immersions give rise to certain 
topological invariants like Betti numbers, Morse numbers and certain homology 
and aohomology properties of the immersed manifolds. Thus the study of the cur-
vatures related with the immersions form, in our opinion, the most important 
aspect of the geometry of manifolds, as it gives not only a geometric insight 
but also reveals certain topological invariants associated with the manifold 
under study. It is with this in view that we have chosen this aspect as the 
main theme of our dissertation on "Geometry of Manifolds". We cannot naturally 
aspere to give all the existing results on this topic, and have therefore con-
fine our attention to a subarea in a direction which we intend to pursue for 
our subsequent work. 
The present dissertation comprises Five chapters. The first chapter is 
introductory, where we have summarized some definitions and results from Homo-
logy theory, Morse theory and Submanifold theory which are of relevence to the 
subsequent chapters. The last section of this chapter deals with the generali-
zation of Gauss map required to formulate the definition of total absolute 
curvature. 
Chem and Lashof [16], fl7], introduced the concept of total absolute 
curvature of a manifold irmersed in Euclidean space and proved that "Total 
absolute curvature is greater or equal to the sum of Betti numbers" which 
gives a relation between the geometry and the topology of the manifold. -A 
Weinstein fi2S}. has vroved that a 4-dimensional positively curved compact 
utnanifold in R is a real homology sphere. He also raised the problem of 
classifying such manifolds n of arbitrary dimension n isometriaally 
immersed in Chen flZ] partially answered the problem raised by him. 
Recently Khan, V.A. [23] proved that a compact positively curved manifold bT 
isometriaally irmersed in is a real homology sphere. These results 
have been discussed in Chapter II. 
The imnevsions of closed manifolds in Euclidean spaces if its total 
absolute curvature is minimal is called tight. A natural question is "for 
which manifold, tight irmersions are possible and what are geometric pro-
perties of manifolds admitting tight immersion". A necessary condition for 
the manifold to admit tight irmersion in Euclidean space has been discussed 
in Chapter III. C.S, Chen [IZj has shown that if a non-negatively curved 
compact manifold n of dimension n admits a tight isometric immersion 
in Euclidean space of codimension 2, then Morse number of M can not exceed 
4 and M is diffeomorphic to the product of spheres. Khan has generalized 
the results of C.S. Chen for arbitrary codimension and proved that M is 
diffeomorphic to the product of spheres with additional condition that the 
normal bundle is flat. These results form the main contents of Chapter III. 
Chen [2] introduced another invariant namely ith total absolute curva-
ture of order K. He has obtained an inequality for the ith curvatures 
which generalizes the Willmore 's inequality [7] and estimated the length of 
second fundamental form [2]. Otsuki has defined another invariant called 
Otsuki-invariant which is closely related to the topology of the manifold 
but depends on the codimension of the irmersion. Chapter IV reviews these 
results in detail. 
Chapter V deals with the study of total absolute curvature of a mani-
fold immersed in a sphere as well as immersed in a Riemannian manifold f34]j 
[8] respectively, J.L. Weiner [24] has proved that the total absolute cur-
vature with respect 'to the base point p of M is greater or equal to the 
sum of Betti numbers of M. The concept of average total absolute curvature 
is also dealt by him. Chen, B.Y. [8] has proved that "If f is an immer-
sion from a compact manifold M to complete, simply connected Riemannian 
manifold M with non-positive sectional curvature, then the total absolute 
curvature (f) is equal to infimum of (h') for all q'^ in f(M), where 
by (h'), we mean the total curvature in the sense of Chem and Lashof. 
These results have been discussed in the major portion of Chapter V. 
The dissertation ends with bibliography which by no means is an exhus-
tive one, but contains only those references which are referred to in the text. 
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CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Since our aim in the present dissertation is to study the 
'total absolute curvature' which heavily depends upon homology 
theory, Morse theory and the theory of submanifolds, in thit 
introductory chapter we give a brief account of these topics to 
make the dissertation self contained* Here we have collected 
only those definitions and results which we shall be using in 
our subsequent chapters. 
We start with homology theory in Section 1,1., Section 1.2 
is devoted to the study of Morse theory. Further, the theory 
of submanifolds is discussed in Section 1.3. The last Section 
1.4 deals with the generalization of Gaussian curvature. 
1.1. HOMOLOGY THEORY: 
To study some of the properties of a topological space, we 
attach an algebraic object termed as 'homology group' to the 
topological space. This lead us to the study of homology theory. 
We proceed to define homology group and Betti numbers. 
DEFINITION (1.1.1): Let R""*"^  be (n+l)-dimensional Euclidean 
space. An n-simplex A ^ is a subspace of R*^  defined by 
^ n - t»o"< 
,n+l 
,,...»x ) € R"-^V z ^ - 1 X. > o 
^ " i=0 ^ ^ ~ 
i = o,1,2,.••,n 
• 2 • 
Clearly ^^^ is closed and bounded subset of R""*"^  for each n, 
and therefore ^^ is compact and metrizable. v. = (0,.. .,1,.. .0), 
1 at ith place belonging to A is called the ith Vertex of the 
n-simplex 
DEFINITION (1.1,2): For each integer i = o,l,...,n, the ith face 
of A.^ is denoted by •^i and is defined as follows 
n ' n 
^n^^ =- |( V ^ l '^ n) ^  ^n/^i = oj-
REMARK : Clearly v^^A^^l 
Let n > 0 and consider a map K^^ '"^ n-l "~^ '^n ^°' 
every i » o,l,...,n defined by 
^i ©'"''''n-l ~ ''^ o'* * *''^ i-l'^ '^ 'i** *'''^n-l' 
for each point (x f.»Xj^_jl^) o^ "^^.i* Then Kj|^  is an embedding 
of A . into ^ and its image is given by 
^i^ n-1^ n • 
DEFINITION (1.1.3): Let X be a topological space and n be 
any non-negative integer. A singular n-slmplex in X is a 
continuous function (t) : A — > x, where A ^ is standard 
'^  n ' n 
n-simplex in R""*" . For every integer i « o,l,...,n, the 
composition map ^ o K^ ' "^n-l """^  X is a singular (n-1)-
simplex in X called the ith face of (|) and is denoted as 
^^ = ^ o K^. 
: 3 : 
ar Let S^(X) =|Map(A^,X)r , denote the set of all singul 
n-simplexes in X. The union S(X) = (J S (X) is the set of 
n=o 
all singular siiaplexes in the given space X and will be 
reffered to as the singular complex of X. 
DEFINITION (1.1.4): Let n > o. Then for every integer 
i = o,l»2».».»n, the assignment ^ — > (j) defines a function 
^i • ^ n^^^ ^^^ ^n-1^^^ called the ith face operator on S^(X). 
eo 
The set S(X) = (J S (X) with its face operator is called a 
n=o 
singular complex of the topological space and C^(X) denotes the 
free abelian group generated by the set S^(X), i.e.^ 
C^(X) « ja;L j^^ + a2<t>2+ • • • ^ ^ ^ / ( ^ l ' ' * •»'^k) i s a f i n i t e subset 
of S (X) and a, , a 2 » . . ,a. €. I 
For each n > 0, we define a function a : S (X) — > C j^ (X) 
0((|)) » I (-1)^ cA^) « L (-1)^ (t)^ ^^  
i=o ^ i=o 
Since C (X) is-the free abelian group generated by the set 
S_(X), it follows that a extends to a unique homomorphism 
d : C (X) — > C i(X)» which is known as boundary operator and 
is defined by 
d( (() ) = E (-1)^ (t)(^\ 
i=o 
• 4 • 
THEOREM (1.1.1)[22]: For every integer n, the composition 
is a trivial homomorphism. 
By theorem (1.1.6), we can have a semi-exact sequence 
.... > C^^^iX) -^> Cj^ (X) -^> C^.i(X) > .... 
The elements y €. Cj^ (X) are called singular chains and 
dy €. C-_i(X) is called boundary of the chain y. Define 
Z^(X) « Ker [d : C„(X) > C^.i(X)j 
i.e.^ Z^(X) = •[(t)CC^(X)/ d(|) = 0 j 
and B^(X) = Image ^ d : C^+i(X) > C^(X) j 
i.e., B^ (X) = [dm^ ^n+l^^^j. 
The elements of Z (X) are called cycles and that of B (X) 
are called boundaries. Obviously, both 2^(X) and B (X) are 
subgroups of C^(X), and B^(X) C Z„(X). 
Now if we set 
H„(X) =. Z^(X)/B^(X), 
then the quotient group H (X) is called the n-dimensional 
singular homology group. 
: 5 : 
The rank of \iX) a pj^ (X) is called the k-th Betti 
number of the topological space X and 
-V (X) = £ (-1)'' Pi^  
/ k=o ^ 
is called Euler-Poincare characteristic of X, 
1.2. MORSE THEORY: 
To study the global behaviour of the manifold by local 
properties of the manifold, we take the help of Morse theory. 
We begin this section with some basic definitions. 
DEFINITION (1.2.1): Let f : M — > R be a smooth real valued 
function on an n-dimensional manifold M. Then a point p €. M 
is called critical point of f if the Jacobian map (df) = 0 
DEFINITION (1.2.2): Let p ^ M be a critical point of a real 
valued differentiable function f : M — > R. Then the Hessian 
of f at p G. M is (n X n) matrix 
d^f(p) 
dx^dx^ ' 
where (x ,...,x ) are the local coordinates in a neighbour-
hood of p. 
DEFINITION (1.2.3): A critical point p of a real valued 
differentiable function f : M — > R is said to be non-dege-
nerate if the Hessian of f at p is non-singular. Otherwise, 
: 6 : 
the critical point p is said to be degenerate* It can be 
easily seen that the degeneracy or nondegeneracy is independent 
of the local coordinate system around the critical point, 
DEFINITICM^ (1.2.4): The index of a non-degenerate critical 
point p £ M of the function f : M — > R is defined as the 
maximal dimension of the subspace of T (M) on which the Hessian 
of f at p is negative definite. 
THEOREM (MORSE) (1.2.1)[X7]: Let p be a non-degenerate criti-
cal point of f I M — > R. Then there is a local coordinate 
system (y »»»«»y ) on a neighbourhood of p satisfying 
y (p) = 0 (i = l,...,n) and 
f = f(p) + (y^)^ +...+(yV - (y^-"^)^ (y")^ 
Here n-r is equal to the index of p. 
LEMMA (1.2.1)[ l8 ]: Let f : M " — > R*" be an immersion and 
let e e S"*"^ , then 
i) hg has a critical point at x ^  M iff e is orthogonal 
to Tjj(M), i.e., (x,e) ^ D(M), the normal bundle of M. 
ii) Suppose hg has a critical point at x. Then for 
X,YeTj^(M), the Hessian H^^ at x satisfies 
H^(X,Y) = <SgX,Y> , 
where S is the Weingarten map defined by 
• 7 • 
• • • 
<S^X,Y> = <T(X,Y),e> . 
T, being the shape operator of the immersion f. 
LEMMA (1,2.2)[21]: Non degenerate critical points of a function 
are isolated* Thus a function with compact domain and only 
non-degenerate critical points has only finitely many such points, 
DEFINITION (1,2,5): A Morse function on a manifold is a differen-
tiable function all of whose critical points are nondegenerate. 
THEOREM (SARD) (1.2.2)[16]: Let V and W be two C^-manifolds 
of the same dimension and f is a mapping of class C of V 
into W. The image f(E) of the set E of critical points of 
f is a set of measure zero in W. 
THEOREM (REEB) (1.2.3)[27]: Let f be a differentiable function 
on a compact manifold with only two critical points both of which 
are nondegenerate, then M is homeomorphic to a sphere. 
1.3. SUBMANIFOLD THEORY: 
Let M and R be the differentiable manifolds whose 
dimensions are m and n respectively and f be a differen-
tiable map from M into R. If at each point p of M, (f»)jj 
is a 1-1 map^i.e.jrank (f) = m, then f is called an immersion 
of M into M. If f is an immersion, and if moreover f is 
1-1 map, then f is called an embedding of M into M. If the 
differentiable manifold M admits an embedding f : M — > M, 
: 8 : 
then M is said to be a submanifold of M. Naturally m j< n. 
For a submanifold M of fl, for convenience, we denote f(x)€:M 
by the same letter x. 
If M is a Riemannian manifold, the Riemannian metric g 
on M incduces a Riemannian metric on M which we denote by 
the same letter g, given by 
g(f»X, f^ Y^) « g(X,Y), X,Y £ 9€(M). 
For every point p of M, since the tangent space T (M) is a 
subspace of "^ftn)^^^* "therefore the tangent space Tf(n)^^^ ®^ 
M admits the following direct sum 
Tf(p)(^) = Tp(M)(±)Tp (M), 
Where T (M) is the tangent space of M at p and T (M) 
denotes the orthogonal complement of T (M) in ^ff^)^^^* ^® 
define the normal bundle of M in M by Bo = U T^(M). 
^ p^M P 
The Riemannian connexion ^ of M induces Riemannian 
1 
connexions \7 and V on M and in the normal bundle B^ 
respectively and they are related by Gauss and Weingarten formu-
lae as [25] 
^X^ = ^x^ + h(X,Y) (1.3.1) 
_- 1 
and V^U a -Aj^ X + V^ N, (1.3.2) 
: 9 : 
Where X,Y are the tangent vector fields on M and N ^  B^, 
V,Y (resp -AjJC) and h(X,Y) (resp ^y. N) are tangential and 
normal components of V^ Y^ (resp ^y(^)• h(X,Y) and A^^ are 
called the second fundamental forms and they are related by 
g(A^,Y) . g (h(X,Y), N) . (1.3.3) 
Let the curvature tensors corresponding to the connections 
_ -L - 1 
x;jp \^ and V be denoted by R, R and R respectively, then 
the Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations are 
R(X,Y,Z,W) = R(X,Y;Z,W)+g(h(X,Z),h(Y,W))-
g(h(X,W), h(Y,Z)) (1.3.4) 
1 — — 
[R(X,Y)Z] = (Vj^h)(Y,Z) - (VYh)(X,Z) (1.3.5) 
and . 
R(X,Y.N^,N2) = R (X,Y.N^,N2)-g([/^ ,A^ ]X,Y), (1.3.6) 
Where [R(X,Y)Z] denotes the normal component of [R(X,Y)Z] 
and (Vj^h)(Y,Z) is given by 
_- 1 
( Vj^h)(Y,Z) =Vj^h(Y,Z)-h( VyY,z)-h(Y, V^Z). 
If we denote the sectional curvatures K and K of M and M 
of a plane ii spanned by vector fields X and Y, Then using 
(1.3.4), it follows that 
K(X,Y) « K(X,Y) +g(h(X,Y), h(X,Y)) - g(h(X,X), h(Y,Y)) (1.3.7) 
: 10 : 
We observe that the geometry of submanifolds depends heavily on 
the second fundamental form. Thus we can have the following 
classes of submanifolds. 
DEFINITION (1.3.1): A subraanifold for which the second fundamen-
tal form h is identically zero is called a totally geodesic 
submanifold. 
DEFINITION (1.3.2): A submanifold M is called totally umbili-
cal if its second fundamental form h satisfies 
h(X,Y) = g(X,Y) H, 
where H = 37—rr (trace h), and is called the mean curvature 
vector field. 
DEFINITION (1.3.3): A submanifold M is called minimal if the 
mean curvature H vanishes identically^i.e. , H s 0. 
1.4. GENERALIZED GAUSSIAN CURVATURE 
In the present section, we study the Gaussian map defined 
3 
in the case of classical theory of surfaces in R and the 
generalization of the Gauss map to the differentiable submanifold; 
3 
of Euclidean space. In case of surfaces in R , the Gauss map 
•>) : Z^ > S^ at a point p € Z^ is defined by 
2 
where the unit normal to the surface Z at p is parallel to 
: 11 : 
• 2 
the position vector p of the sphere S . With the help of 
Gauss map, the Gaussian curvature which is denoted by G of 
2 
the surface Z is defined by 
Q ^ liffl ^ ^ ^ <^^ ^ * 
where -O- is a small area around p and -Tl is the spherical 
image of O. under the Gauss map • Then the idea of Gauss map 
and Gaussian curvature is further generalized to the differen-
tiable submanifolds of Euclidean space. From these generalized 
Gauss map and Gaussian curvature, S.S. Chern [16] gave the 
notion of total absolute curvature which we shall be mainly 
concerned within the subsequent chapters. Let f : M — > R"^"*" 
be an immersion of an n-dimensional C -manifold into (n+N)-
dimensional Euclidean space R"^"*" . The above immersion f 
gives rise to a unit normal bundle B^ over M whose bundle 
space consists of all the pairs (p,e), where e is the unit 
normal vector at f (p) and p ^  M. Let s"*^  "*" be the unit 
sphere in R centred at origin of the Euclidean space. The 
Gauss map D : B^ — > S^ "*" is a map from normal bundle space 
to the unit sphere defined by ")) (p,e) = e where e is the 
end point of a unit vector through origin parallel to it. If 
dv is the volume element of M and da be (N-l)-differential 
form on B^ such that its restriction to each fibre is the 
: 12 ; 
N-1 
volume element of S , the fibre of the unit normal bundle 
B-A p then clearly dv A d<y is the volume element of B-^  • Let 
dZ denotes the volume element of S^ ** , then we define a 
o 
function G(p,e) on B^ by 
o » dZ a G(p,e) dv A da, (1,4.1) 
where S)* is the pullback of the map ^  • G(p,e) is known as 
the Lipschitz killing curvature. This is the generalization of 
the Gaussian curvature for the n-dimensional manifolds immersed 
in R"*N. 
CHAPTEfi XI 
TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE 
2.1. INTRODUCTION; 
Our aim in this chapter is to discuss the total absolute 
curvature of a manifold immersed in Euclidean space and to 
exhibit how it gives a relation between the geometric invariant 
and the topological invariant of the manifold. When a compact 
differentiable manifold is immersed in another manifold, usually 
an Euclidean space, the immersion gives rise to various curvature 
measures. By integration it is possible to associate a real 
number to the immersion f : M —^> R"^  , which gives the total 
absolute curvature of the immersion. The theory of total abso-
lute curvature can be considered to have originated in 1929 with 
a paper of W, Fenchel [19]. In that paper it was proved that 
3 
for closed space curves C of R of differentiability class 
greater or equal to 3 
k S |K| ds > 2, (2.1.1) 
c 
where K is the ordinary curvature and s denote* the arc 
length of C. Moreover equality takes place if and only if C 
is a plane convex curve. This idea was further generalized by 
K. Borsuk [ l] for a curve in R*^ , n >. 3. In this area some 
further study has been made by I. Fary [20] and J.W. Milnoy [28], 
In 1953, S.S. Chern [15] generalized the Fenchel's inequality 
(2.1.1) for an n-dimensional differentiable manifold immersed in 
Euclidean space R""*"^ . 
: 14 : 
2.2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let pe^ ®n+N ^^ i^ o"^ ® s frame in R" consisting 
of a point p and an ordered set of mutually perpendicular 
unit vectors ®i»***»®n-fN ^^^^ that the orientation agress 
with that of R""^^. The different indices take the following 
ranges: 
1 < i»j»k i n, n+1 <. r,s,t ^ n+N, 1 < A,B,C ± n+N. 
Let FCR""*^) denote the space of all frames in R'^'*''^  so that 
P^j^n+Nj g^ g principal fibre bundle over R""*"^. The Euclidean 
connexion on FCR^"*" ) can be characterized by a set of linear 
differential forms wl, wlo which satisfies the following 
equations 
d » - ^ 
" ' A B 
"^A 
dp 
= 
= 
= 
U 
(0 
0) 
u 
• g A u ) ' 
\c^^ 
AB ®B 
' e A ®A 
BA 
''CB 
J . 
(2.2.1) 
The immersion f : M " — > R"**"^  gives rise to three fibre 
bundles over M , as follows: 
(1) The unit tangent bundle B^ , whose bundle space is the 
subset of M"X R""*" consisting of all points (PfH) such 
that p C M and "C is a unit tangent vector in R n+N 
: 15 : 
(2) The unit normal bundle B^, whose bundle space is the sub-
set of M " X R" consisting of all points (p,e) such that 
p €. M and e is a unit vector at f(p) normal to f(M")» 
(3) The adapted frame bundle B, whose bundle space is the 
subset of M " X F (R"''''^ ) consisting of all frames 
(p, f(p) e^ ®n ®n+l ®n+N ) ^ "^^ *^ ^^  6^,62,....e^ are 
tangent vectors and ®n+l*•**''^n+N ^^® normal vectors at f(p). 
We denote the bundle projection map of B onto M '^ Y ^ j 
that is 
^ (p, f(p) e^ e^ j^^ ) = p. 
We define the projection maps "j^ . ^ "^  ^ which map B onto 
B ^ and Bo respectively by 
% ( p , f(p) e^....e^^jj) = (p, e„) 
and 
%ip, fip) e^.-.-e^^^) = (p, e^^jj). 
Consider the mappings 
B J - > M " X F(R"-^N) — > F ( R " + N ) ^ 
where i is inclusion and 7\ is projection onto the second 
factor. The composition map pulls back the forms on FCR"^ ) 
to the forms on B, We write 
: 16 : 
We observe that for the points on the immersed manifold 
w^ = 0, Then dio^  = 0. 
r r 
Using (2.2.1), we have 
"i ^  '^ ir "*• *^ r ^  "rr " ^* 
which implies that 
"i ^ ^iT ~ ^' 
If we put w^y = h[j Wj (2.2,2) 
then we have w. A hf^ u. = 0, which gives 
hfj = hj^. 
2 . 3 . TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF tAAi IFOLDS IMMERSED IN R"'*'^ 
Let M be an n-dimensional C^-manifold immersed in 
R'^ ''" . Let B^ be the bundle of unit normal vectors over M, 
so that a point of B-j) is a pair (p,e), where e is a unit 
normal vector to f(M'^) at f(p). The fibres of B;^  are 
(N-l)-dimensional spheres. We choose a local field of ortho-
normal frame such that (e,,e2,...,e ) are tangent to M and 
^®n+l»®n+2'"**'®n+N^ are normal to M. Let («»)i«»2 "n+N^ 
be the dual field of the frame i^i^n ®n+N^* ^®^ ^^ ^^ 
the (N-l)-dlfferential from an B^ ) such that its restriction 
: 17 : 
to each fibre is the volume element of the fibre S . 
Then volume element of M can be written as 
dV = Wj^  A CO2 A •••• A Wj^ » (2.3,1) 
and the volume element of B^ is given by 
dV Ada = a)jLAa,2A...A%Aa)^^f^^„^lA...AW„^N,n+N-l • ^2.3.2) 
The last (N-1) factor is da since de j^  = w K,A e.. The 
normal component of de^^^ = co^^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^q^^^ ^ ^ 
'^ n+N,n+l n^+l"^ -----' '^n+N,n+N-l ^n+N-l* therefore the required 
(N-l)-form will be 
^^ = ^ n+N,n+l'^----^'^n+N,n+N-l-
On the other hand if dZ is the volume element of S^ ~ , then 
S)dJ: = '^n+N,l'^-***^%+N,n+N-l- (2.3.3) 
Using (2.2,2) in above equation, we get 
^•dZ = (-l)"det(hJj^)u)^Au)2A...AC0^AWn+N,n-hlA---AW^+N,n+N-r 
(2.3.4) 
From (2.3.2), (1.4.1) and (2.3.4) it follows that 
G(p,e) = (-I)'' det (hj^^) (2.3.5) 
REMARK; Let e € s""*"^"-^  and define the height function 
: IZ : 
by 
hg : M > R 
hg(p) = e.f(p) = <e,f(p)>. 
We know that a point p ^  M is the critical point of the 
height function h if and only if dh (p) = 0, i.e., 
e-df(p) « 0 
» > e -^df(p) or (p,e) e B^ . 
Moreover, it is obvious to see that these critical points are 
degenerate, whenever these points have zero Lipschitz killing 
curvature, i.e., G(p,e} = 0. 
DEFINITION (2.3.1): The total curvature K(p) at p €. M of 
the immersion f s M — > R""^^ is defined by 
K(p) = / |G(p,e)( do. (2.3.6) 
cN-l 
* 
The total absolute curvature K (p) at p ^ M of the immer-
sion f : M — > R""^^ is defined by 
K*(p)i: ^ / |G(p,e)|dcT, (2.3.7) 
^n+N-l S^-i 
P 
where C^ +jq.^  cl^ '^ o^ s^ the volume of (n+N-l)-dimensional unit 
hypersphere s" ~^. The total absolute curvature of M 
itself is denoted by X.(M,f) and is defined by 
X.(M,f) =» / K*(p) dV. (2.3.8) 
M" 
: 19 : 
Now we study the bounds attained by the total absolute curva-
turS immersed in an Euclidean space. In this direction we 
state some of the important results essentially due to S.S. 
Chem and R.K. Lashof [ I6 ], [ 17 ]. 
THEOREM (2.3.1)[16]: Let M" be a compact oriented C°°-mani-
fold immersed in R" • Its total absolute curvature satisfies 
the inequality. 
/ K*(p) dV i 2 C^+N-r (2.3.9) 
M" 
where ^ N_I is the area of the unit hypersphere in an Eucli-
dean space of dimension n+N, 
PROOF; Consider the Gauss map "i) : B-^ — > s""^ "^"^  defined by 
")) (p,e) s e^, where e^ is the centre of the unit hypersphere. 
If p is a critical point of h , we have seen that 
dhg (p) = e^df(p) = 0 ==> e^idf(p). (2.3.10) 
In other words e is orthogonal to tangent plane passing 
through the image point f(p), i.e., p is a critical point if 
and only if (Pte^) € B^ , From (2.3.10), it follows that 
d V = e d^f(p). (2.3.11) 
^o ° 
Let e'y^ (q) denotes a local cross-section of M"^  in B and 
h^^ is the function h. . restricted to the local cross-section. 
Then if we write 
: 20 : 
and \ (2.3.12) 
df{p; = «^ e^ 
Using (2.3.12) for almost all unit vectors e, the equation 
(2.3,11) can be written as 
o <^  Y >-^  ^^  , . 
d hg = Z ®r^ii "i **'i' (2.3.13) 
i» r» J 
But 
G(p,e) = (-1)" d4t(Z ej,h^ j (p)). (2.3.14) ,n ^ ^ 
We notice that if p is a degenerate critical point of h^, 
then d^hg(p) =» 0. Using (2.3.13) and (2.3.14), it follows 
that G(p,e) = 0, i.e., p is a degenerate critical point if 
and only if G(p,e) « 0. However^by Sard's theorem (1,2.2) 
their image has measure zero on the unit sphere S^ " , and 
therefore in computing the total absolute curvature we ignore 
these critical points. Hence 
/ K*(p)dV = / |G(p,e)| dVAda 
is the volume of the image in s^ **"^ " of the set of non-criti-
cal points of B-^  . Since M is compact, therefore the 
height function h attains atleast two critical points. In 
other words every point of s" " is covered atleast twice 
by")). Therefore we have the following inequality 
: 21 : 
f K*(p)dv > 2 C„^^.i. 
THEOREM (2.3.2)[16]: Let M" be a compact oriented C"-
manifold immersed in R"^"*" and if its total absolute curvature 
satisfies the inequality 
/ K*(p) dv < 3 C^ .^N.i» (2.3.15) 
M" 
then M* is homeomorphic to a sphere of n-dimension. 
« 
PROOF : Let fj^ K (p) dv < 3 C ^ ^ i * then our hypothesis 
implies that there exists a set of positive measure on S^"*" ." 
Moreover if e is a unit vector in this set, then the height 
function h : M — > R has just two critical points. On the 
o 
other hand if e^ does not belong to this set, every point of 
SQ"*" " would be covered atleast three times by Gauss map -)) 
except for a set of measure zero. Hence we have 
« 
.n 
/ K (p) dv > 3 C„^^_^, 
M^ 
which is a contradiction. Therefore e is a unit vector in 
a set of positive measure on S^ "* and the height function 
h has exactly two critical points on M"^. Thus e is the 
image of non-critical points of B^ under the map")) . It 
follows that G(p,eQ) ^ Qat each critical point p e M., of the 
height function h^ ^ i.e., the critical points are non-degenerate 
: 22 : 
Equivalently, the height function h on M has exactly 
two non-degenerate critical points. By Reeb's theorem (1.2.3) 
it follows that M is heomeomorphic to a sphere. The follow-
ing theorem establishes a relation between the total absolute 
curvature and Betti numbers of an immersed manifold M, 
THEOREM (2.3,3)[17]: Let M" be a compact differentiable 
manifold immersed in R""*"^  and let ^^{o 1 i 1 n) be its 
ith Betti number relative to a coefficient field. Then 
T.(M") > p (M"), (2.3.16) 
_ n 
where B(M ) = £ p^  is the sum of the Betti numbers of M . 
i=o ^ 
PROOF: By Morse inequalities, the total number of critical 
points is greater or equal to P(M'™). Now the image of Bj) 
under ")) is same as the set of points e €. S ~ , each counted 
a number of times equal to number of critical points of the 
height function h^. By theorem (2.3.1), it follows that 
.T.(M") > P(M"). 
Before we close this section, we state a theorem which 
establishes the equality of the total absolute curvatures under 
two immersions with different codimensions. 
THEOREM (2.3,4)[17]: Let f : M" — > R""*"^  be an immersion 
of a compact differentiable manifold of dimension n in 
R""^^ defined by 
: 23 : 
f(p) = (f^(p) f""'^(p)), P ^ M " . 
Let 
f : M" > R""*"^ ' (N < N'), be the immersion defined 
by 
f (p) = (f^(p) f"-'^(p),0,...,0). 
Then the immersed manifolds f(M") and f'(M") have the 
same total absolute curvature. 
In the next section we shall discuss an interesting 
topological property of a positively curved compact Riemannian 
Manifold. 
2.4. POSITIVELY CURVED n-MANIFOLDS IN R""^^ 
In this section we study the positively curved compact 
Riemannian manifold M isomet#ically immersed in Euclidean 
space of codimension 2. A Weinstein [33] proved that, posi-
tively curved compact manifolds M isometrically immersed in 
R are real homology spheres. Later Khan, V.A. [23] extended 
this result foi: n-dimensions and showed that 'n-dimensional 
positively curved compact Riemannian manifold isometrically 
immersed in R is a homology sphere*. We would discuss 
some results in this context essentially due to Khan, V.A. [23]. 
Let ®j[»»»«»^ n ^^ *^^ orthonormal basis of T (M), then 
the Ricci tensor Q of M is given by 
: 24 : 
Q(X,Y) = Z g R(e.,X)Y, e.), X,Y ^  T^(M) 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
and the mean curvature vector is defined as 
, n+N n 
H = ~ [ 2 (2 T^ 'Ce^ .e.) e )], 
" r=n+l i=l 1 1 r 
where T^ (e4^ »ej) are the components of T(e^,e.), The sec-
tional curvature of the plane section spanned by the orthonormal 
unit vectors e. and e. is defined as 
^ij '^  ^ (e^,ej ; ej»e^). 
Now we prove the following: 
THEOREM (2.4,1)[23]; Let M be an n-dimensional positively 
n-4-O 
curved Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed in R • 
Then M is a real homology sphere. 
For the proof of the above theorem we need the following 
lemma* 
LEMMA (2,4.l)[23]: Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold of strictly positive sectional curvature, isometrically 
n+2 immersed in R • Then the mean curvature vector is a non 
vanishing globally defined vecterfield, 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: Let f : M" > R""^^ be the isometric 
immersion of M into R"^"*" . By the above lemma, as H is 
globally defined non-vanishing unit vector field normal to M, 
: 25 : 
we have 
N = 
Also g(Sj^e,,e,) > 0, j = 1,2,...,n. where Sj^  is the 
Weingarten map. Choosing a local frame which diagonalizes 
Sj,, we see that all the principal curvature functions are 
positive. Now consider the height function 
hj^  : M > R 
defined by hj^ (x) = <f(x),N>. The hessian H of h^ at 
X € M is Sjj and the index of the non-degenerate critical 
point of iu, is equal to the number of negative eigen values 
of hj,» It follows that h*. has no non-degenerate critical 
point of indices l,2,...,n-l. From Morse inequality it 
follows that 
H^(M,R) = = H"''-^(M,R) = 0-
This shows that M is simply connected and it being compact, 
is a homology sphere. 
In the next chapter, we will discuss the immersions for 
which the minimum of the total absolute curvature can be 
admitted. 
CHAPTER III 
TIGHT ISOMETRIC IMMERSION 
3.1. INTRODUCTION; 
The immersion of closed manifolds in Euclidean spaces if 
its total absolute curvature is minimal is called tight. This 
definition is given by Chern and Lashof [16], where they 
studied the relation between convex hypersurface and absolute 
curvature. C.S. Chen [13] and [14] studied the tight isometric 
immersion of a non-negatively curved compact manifold M into 
R , and showed that the Morse number \i (M) of M can not 
exceed 4. Assuming \i (M) = 4 with the condition that no vector 
of M is asymptotic, i.e., there is no tangent vector X{^ 0) 
of M such that T(X,X) = 0, he proved that M is diffeomor-
phic to a Riemannian product of spheres. Subsequently, Khan, 
V.A. [23] extended this study of immersions to non-negatively 
curved compact manifolds immersed in Euclidean spaces with 
orbitary codimension and obtained similar results as obtained 
by Chen [13] with additional condition that the normal bundle 
is flat. 
3.2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X and Y be two vector fields on M. Then the 
shape operator T is defined by 
T(X,Y) = V^Y - V^Y, (3.2.1) 
where V and V are the Riemannian connexions on M and M 
respectively. 
: 27 : 
Let e be a normal vector field on M. We write 
V x « = -Se" + ^ x «' 
i. 
where -S X and v e denote the tangential and normal compo-
nents of Mf©* Here S is linear transformation on T(M) and 
"V Is the connexion on the normal bundle B-^ , A linear 
transfoimation S on the tangent space of M is defined by 
<SgX,Y> sr <T(X,y),e> V)£,Y€ T(M) (3.2.2) 
Let M be a differentiable manifold isometrically immersed in 
R'^  . If we denote the sectional curvatures R and K of 
R"^  and that of M, then the Gauss equation is given by 
_ <T(X,X),T(Y,Y)> - <T(X,Y),T(X,Y)> 
K(ii) = Kin) + (3.2.3) 
<X,X> <Y,Y> - <X,Y>2 
For any Morse function ^ on M, we define 
V- (M,<|)) = total number of critical points of (|), 
"p (M,^) « total number of critical points of ^ of index 
different from 0 and n, 
\i (Mj = inf \^itA,^)/^ is a Morse function on M r 
ir(M) = inf [HM,^)/(t) is a Morse function on M ] , 
A famous theorem due to M. Morse states that given any 
Morse function i) on compact manifold M, there exists a Morse 
function ^ such that 
: 28 : 
n(M, Y ) < 2 + ^i(M,(t)) . (3 .2 .4) 
Taking infeinura over a l l Morse f u n c t i o n , we ge t 
^(M) < 2 + l i (M) . ( 3 , 2 . 5 ) 
We can decompose the normal bundle Bjj into two sets, say, 
A and B in the following manner : 
A = ie e. B53 / Sg is definite I 
and 
B = ^ e £ B;p / Sg is not definite j . 
Now by Morse inequalities, we have 
•7!—^ / |clet SA dv A d o > \i (M) (3.2.6) 
-^— r Ide t S^l d v A d a > IT (M), ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
S + N - 1 eeS ® 
where dv A dcr is the volume element of B'^  and ^ M_, is 
the volume of the unit (n+N-l)-sphere. We also know that 
/ |det SJdvAda = X ( M ) 
^n+N-1 e e B-p 
is the total absolute curvature of the isometric immersion f. 
Thus we see that 
X(M) > l^ (M). 
If we set d =X(W) - U (M), then f is called tight if d = 0. 
: 29 : 
3.3. TIGHT IMMERSION 
The immersion f : M — > R""*"^  of manifold M into 
R" with minimal total absolute curvature is called tight, 
i.e., M admits a tight immersion if the total absolute 
curvature coincides with the sum of the Betti numbers of M 
with respect to a real coefficient field. However it is not 
always possible for a manifold to admit tight immersion, the 
condition for the existence of a tight immersion imposes 
severe restrictions on the manifold under consideration as is 
seen from a theorem due to N.H, Kuiper [38]. In this section 
we confine ourselves to studying a necessary condition on a 
manifold to admit a tight immersion in Euclidean space. In 
Chapter II, we had seen that the total absolute curvature 
Tl(M,f) satisfies the inequality 
Tl(M,f) > P(M), (3.3.1) 
where p(M) 2 p^(M) is the sum of Betti numbers of M. 
i=o ^  
However, we did not specify the coefficient field relative to 
which the Betti numbers were to be calculated. We now show 
that if an immersion exists such that 71(M,f) attains the 
value p(M) with respect to the coefficient field of real 
numbers, then p(M,R) = p(M,Z ), i.e., the manifold M has 
'zero torsion' [38]. This obviously imposes a necessary condi-
tion on the manifold M. 
: 30 : 
Let Pj^ (M,F) denote the ith Betti number of M with 
respect to the coefficient field F, and let p(M,F) be the 
sum of the Betti numbers p.(M,F), Let R denote the real 
number field and Z the field of integers modulo prime number 
p. Then from Algebraic topology, it is known that 
p^(M,R) < pj^ (M,Z ), o 1 i 1 n . (3,3.2) 
Assume that M admits tight immersion, i.e. 
T.(M,f) = p(M,R). 
From (3.3.1), it follows that 
X(M,f) > P(M,Zp). 
Thus we have 
P(M,R) I P(M,Zp). (3.3.3) 
Now from (3,3.2) and (3.3.3), we get 
P(M,R = P(M,Zp). 
Hence M has no torsion. 
We know that every compact manifold of dimension n can 
be immersed into Euclidean space of dimension 2" , We know 
refer to another interesting example of a differentiable mani-
fold which can never be immersed in any Euclidean space R , 
no matter how large N may be, so that the total absolute 
7 
curvature attains its infimum value. Let M be the sphere S 
with an exotic differentiable structure, that is one of the 28 
» 31 : 
classes of possible structures discovered by J. Milnor, which 
7 
is different from standard one. Suppose S admits tight 
immersion in Euclidean space R'^"*" , then 
X.CS'^) = P(S'',F) = 2. 
From Chern and Lashof [16] theory, it follows that the image 
7 8 
of S is contained in R . But by a well known fact that, any 
7 
exotic structure on S can not be induced from the Euclidean 
g 
structure of R . Hence we have a contradiction. Therefore 
7 
S can not be tightly immersed in any Euclidean space, through 
it is torsion free. It might appear at first sight that tight 
immersion of manifolds usually exists, and that one has to 
resort to exotic spheres before finding an exception. In the 
next section we shall study more about tight immersions of 
codimension N. 
3.4. TIGHT IMMERSION OF A NON-NEGATIVELY CURVED MANIFOLD 
M" INTO R"^^ 
Let M be an n-dimensional compact, non-negatively 
curved manifood whose all sectional curvatures are non-negative 
and M is isometrically immersed into R*^"*^  . By Gauss equa-
tion (3.2.3), it follows that 
<T(X,X),T(Y,Y)> - <T(X,Y),T(X,Y> >. 0 
«=> <T(X,X),T(Y,Y)> >. 0 for any X,Y tangent to M. The 
above inequality shows that for all tangent vectors X,Y,T(X,X) 
: 32 : 
and T(Y,Y) make an acute angle with each other. This suggests 
N the decomposition of the normal space R of M at every 
N point X €. M into 2 regions. Therefore at every point 
of M, we can choose a coordinate system in the normal space 
such that T(X,X) lies in the first of the 2^ ^ regions. Let 
f, tfj,.... ,fvt be the unit vectors along the positive coordi-
N 
nate axes of R at a point of M. Obviously every vector 
of this region is the linear combination of the vectors 
f,,,...,fj. with positive coefficients. We call this as region 
I and say briefly that it is positively spanned by f j^ jf^ t. • •»fj^ » 
Now e €. B-j) at any given point can be written as 
e « Cos ^i^i"*- Cos '^2^2'*'""'^ ^°* N^N' (3.4.1) 
where BJ is the angle which f makes with the positive ith 
axis. Now we have the following analysis. 
CASE 1: Whenever e C I, T(X,X) and e make an acute angle 
with each other, i.e., 
<T(X,X),e> >, 0 
or, <SgX,X> >. 0. 
This implies that S is positive definite whenever 
e €. I. 
CASE 2: Let us call the region positively spanned by (-f^ ) as 
region !•, if e 6 1*, then 
: 33 : 
e = Cos 8^(-fj^) + ....+ Cos 8jsj(-ffj) 
=-Cos 9'j^ fj^ +,,..tCos Bj^ fj^  
and T(X,X) a Cos 92^f2+... .+Cos ^ j^f^* 
where Cos Q-^ >, 0 as 0 < ^ ^^  1 ii/2, 1 = i,2,...,N 
=«> <T(X,X),e> = -Cos Bj^ Cos &j|^^...»Cos 8-j^  C o s ^ ^ 
i.e., <T(X,X),e> < 0 
or <S X,X> < 0. 
e "• 
This means that S^ is negative definite whenver e ^ I*. 
CASE 3: Consider the region positively spanned by 
^1* 2*****' i* * ^ i + l ' ""^1+2* * * * **~^N* "then 
e a Cos B j^f j^+,,,+Cos 0^ f ^ -Cos ^ ^ ^ j ^ f j ^ ^ j ^ - . . . . -Cos ^ j j f j ^ . 
Now 
<SgX,X> = <T(X,X),e> = Cos 8- j^Cos&^+.. .+Cos ^j^^os ^ i " 
CosB^_^. ^ ° ® ^ i + l " • • * -Cos Bj^Cos B j j . 
Which could be positive, negative or zero depending on i. 
Hence S is indefinite in the region other than I and I* 
Let us write, for e £ B ^ 
e = e(&_^,a2,...,&fj) = Cosfrj^f^+...+Cos&j^fj^ (3.4.2) 
and 
: 34 : 
^e(Bj^,B2 \ ) = - (&i ^ N ) 
= Cos&iSf +,,.,+Cos&M S«: . (3.4.3) 
It follows from Case 1,2 and 3 that S/Q n fi. %. is an 
^ 1*'^ 2»****» N^ 
indefinite linear transformation on the tangent space T (M) 
of M at every point x. Whereas S^ 's are positive semi 
^i 
definite. Obviously at least one of the S^'s is a positive 
^i 
definite, symmetric (nxn)-matrix. By above analysis A is 
contained in region I and I*, whereas B is contained in 
the rest of the 2 -2 regions. eCSj^,... ,&j^ ) is obviously in 
the region I whenever 0 £ Bj^ £ ii/2 for all i and then 
^(B & ) ®^ positive definite. 
Establishing the results 
l''^ * ^ P(&1 &„)! ^  !"«* ^ (&i & N ) ' ^3.4.4) 
and 
ee.B " ~ ecA 
/ jdet SgldvAdo 1 (2^"-^-l) / |det S^jdvAdo, (3.4.5) 
Khan [23] has proved the following. 
THEOREM (3.4.1)[23]: If M " is a compact Riemannian manifold 
of non-negative curvature which admits an isometric immersion 
in R with flat normal connexion, then 
^(M) < (2"'-^-l)(d+2) +2, (3.4.6) 
where n(M) is the infimum of all non-degenerat< 
: 35 : 
critical points over all the Morse function. 
As a consequence of theorem (3,4.1), we have 
COROLLARY (3.4.1)[23]: If M*^  is a compact Riemannian mani-
fold of non-negative curvature which admits a tight isometric 
immersion in R""*" , then 
^(M) < 2^. (3.4.7) 
In case of codimension 2, C.S, Chen [13], proved the following 
results. 
THEOREM (3.4,2)[13]: If M is a compact Riemannian manifold 
of non-negative curvature which admits an isometric immersion 
in R""*"^ , then 
^(M) < 4+d or, ~C(M) < 4+2d, 
where d = 7:(M) -^(M) 
If the immersion in the theorem (3.4.2) is tight, then d = 0. 
Thus we have the following: 
COROLLARY (3.4.2)[l3]: If M is a compact Riemannian manifold 
of non-negative curvature which admits a tight isometric 
immersion in R , then 
l^(M) < 4 
or, equivalently J_W ^ 4. 
In case, when all the sectional curvatures are strictly positive 
: 36 : 
at some point, the inequalities (3.4,5) and (3.4.6) becomes 
strict inequalities, i.e., 
/ j d e t S^ ldvAdo < (2^*"^-l) / | d e t S^JdvAdo 
e B ^ e6A ^ 
and 
lx(M) < (2^ -^ -1 ) (d+2)+2, 
where d = "C(M) -ji(M). 
If M*^  admits a tight isometric immersion into R" , then 
d = 0. Hence we have the following result. 
THEOREM (3.4.3)[23]: Let M" be a compact Riemannian manifold 
of non-negative curvature with strictly positive sectional 
curvature at some point. If M admits a tight isometric 
immersion into R , then 
H(M) S. 2^-l« 
In the next section we shall study the special case of 
tight immersion of codimension 2. The results in this context 
are due to Chen [13]. Later we shall study the special case 
of tight immersion of codimension N, The results are essen-
tially due to Khan, V.A. [23]. 
3.5. SPECIAL CASE OF TIGHT IMMERSION 
In the present section, we will interested only in the 
tight immersion f : M — > R" , where M is a compact Rie-
mannian manifold of non-negative curvature satisfying the 
: 37 : 
conditions "C(W) = ^(M) = 4, and there are no asymptotic 
vectors, i.e., there is no tangent vector X(;^  0) of M such 
that T(X,X) = 0. Since T(X,X) ^ 0 for any tangent vector 
X(>t 0) of M, it follows that T(X,X) spans whole of the first 
quadrant. CXir main aim is to get a splitting of the tangent 
plane of M so that each factor is integrable. We shall denote 
the unit vectors along the coordinate axes by fj^  and f2» 
The above asumption splits the tangent space into two 
components given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA (3,5.1)[13]: If M is a compact Riemannian manifold of 
non-negative curvature which admits an isometric immersion in 
R and satisfies 'C(M) = n(M) =4 with no asymptotic vectors. 
Then the tangent space of M at each point splits uniquely as 
Tp(M) = U ^ ® U 2 , 
where X € U^ if and only if T(X,Y) is parallel to f2 for 
all Y and X € U2 if and only if T(X,Y) is parallel to 
f^  for all Y., 
The above lemma gives rise to two distributions U, and 
U^ on the manifold which have been shown to be integrable [13], 
It has further been proved in [13] that the leaves (i.e., 
integrable submanifolds Uj^  and U2) of the manifold are totally 
geodesic submanifolds, each leaf is diffeomorphic to a sphere, 
and ultimately the following general result has been arrived at. 
: 38 : 
THEOREM (3.5.2)[13]: Let f : M > R""*"^  be a tight isomet-
ric inimersion of a compact manifold M of non-negative curva-
ture. Assume "C(M) = n(M) = 4, and there are no asymptotic 
vectors. Then f is an embedding and M is diffeomorphic 
to the product s'^ x S*^ . Furthermore, for each sphere 
Z = X X S^ or S^ X Y, the image f(Z) bounds a convex set 
in a linear subvariety of one higher dimension. 
3.6. SPECIAL CASE OF TIGHT lAV^RSION OF CODIMENSION N 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of non-negative 
curvature. In this section, we are mainly concerned with the 
study of tight immersions f : M"^ > R" satisfying the 
conditions "CCM) = n(M) -2 and there are no asymptotic vec-
tors, i.e., there is no tangent vector X{^ 0) of M such 
that T(X,X) = 0. It follows that T(X,X) must range over the 
full region I, otherwise i^(M) <. 2 -1. Under the above situa-
tion, our goal is to get a splitting of the tangent space of M 
so that each factor is integrable and totally geodesic. Ulti-
mately, it is proved that M is diffeoraorphic to the product 
of spheres. 
DEFINITION (3,6.1): Let fj^ ,...,fj^  be the orthonormal basis 
of the normal space, then we define 
Uj. «= [xeT(M)/T(X,Y)|lf^ for all Y6 T(M)] . 
It is found that U^'s are the subspaces of the tangent space 
T(M) at each point x 6 M and T(M) can be expressed as the 
: 39 : 
direct sum of Uj^ 's, which can be seen from the following 
lemma. 
•s LEMMA (3,6,1)[23]: U^ are the subspaces of the tangent space 
^ N 
T(M) at each point x € M, and that T(M) = ® U,. 
i=l ^ 
REMARK; It has been proved in [23] that the distributions U^'s 
are integrable, the leaves (i.e., integrable submanifolds 
^1*^2*••*'^N^ of the manifold M are totally geodesic sub-
manifolds, each leaf is compact and belongs to a linear sub-
variety of one higher dimension and M is diffeomorphic to 
Pi P2 PM 
the product of spheres S x S x..oX S , and in this connec-
tion we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM (3.6.1)[23]: Let f : M" > R""*"^  be a tight isomet-
ric immersion of a compact manifold of non-negative curvature 
with flat normal connexion. Assume X.(M) = n(M) = 2 , and 
there are no asymptotic vectors. Then F is an embedding and 
Pi Po PM 
M is diffeomorphic to the product S x S x...x S . 
CHAPTER IV 
MEAN CURVATURE AND SECOND FUNDAMENTAL FORM 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present chapter we mainly concern ourselves with 
the generalization of the classical results due to Fenchel [19] 
and Borsuk [l]. In 1929 Fenchel proved that for a closed curve 
C in R , the total absolute curvature / |K(s)|ds satisfies 
c 
/ |K(s)| ds I 2n, (4.1.1) 
C 
where s denotes the arc length of C and K(s) is the curva-
ture of C. The equality holds if and only if C is a plane 
3 
convex curve. For a closed oriented surface M in R , a 
similar result VGS proved in 1968 by Willmore [36] in which the 
mean curvature H satisfies 
f H^dv >. 4 It, (4.1.2) 
3 
where dv is the volume element of a closed surface M in R , 
3 
The equality holds if and only if M is a sphere in R . In 
what follows, we shall discuss the generalization of the inequa-
lities (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) by B.Y. Chen [2], [7] and also dis-
cuss the work of Otsuki [29] in respect of the curvature of a 
surface in an Euclidean space, 
4.2. FIRST TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF ORDER n 
Let us consider an n-dimensional closed manifold M iso-
metrically immersed in Euclidean space R""*''^ . 
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DEFINITION (4.2.1): The oc-th mean curvature K^(p,e) of an 
n-dimensional closed manifold M isometrically immersed into 
an (n+N)-diroensional Euclidean space R is defined by the 
following equation 
det(S^^+t hjt^ -') = I "c^ K^(p,e)t°^, e = e^^^ (4.2.1) 
where (p,e) £ B^, B v is the unit normal bundle and h"t 
are the coefficient of the second fundamental form. 
DEFINITION (4,2.2): Let M be an n-dimensional manifold iso-
metrically immersed in Euclidean space R""*" . The ith total 
absolute curvature of order K at p ^  M denoted by K^(p,k) 
is defined by 
K!(p,k) « / |K,(p,e)|^ da, i = 1,2,...,n, k > o. (4.2.3) 
The ith total absolute curvature of the immersion f : M — > R 
denoted by ~(2Ai(f»k) is defined by 
XA.(f,k) = r—^ / K? (p,k) dV. (4.2.4) 
^ ^N+ik-1 M ^ 
REMARKS: (1) If k = 1, then clearly t:A^(f,l) is the total 
absolute curvature of M as discussed in Chapter 2. 
(2) The a-th mean curvature K^(p,e) is also denoted by 
H(j(p,e) and the n-th mean curvature K (p,e) by K(p,e). We 
call K(p,e) as Lipschitz killing curvature at (p,e). 
Now we prove the following result. 
: 42 : 
T?£Of^ EM (4.2.1)[02]: Let f : M" > R""*"^  be an immersion 
of a closed manifold of dimension n into R"^ • Its first 
total absolute curvature of order n satisfies the inequality 
•CAj^(f,n) >. 2. (4.2.5) 
PROOF: For a fixed unit vector e = e^ ^^ j^  € Sj"*"^ ""-^ , the height 
function h^: M > R defined by 
hg(p) = f(p).e 
being a continuous function on M has atleast one maxima and 
one minima (since M is compact), say q and q* respectively. 
Clearly at (q,e) and (q^ ^^ e), the matrix (hjt ) is either non-
positive definite or non-negative definite. Let U denotes 
the set of all elements (p,e) in B^ such that the eigen values 
of (hjjt ) say (b2,b2». ..fb^) has the same sign. 
Now consider the Gauss map 
^ = Bp — > S'^*^-K 
then we observe that the sphere S ~ is covered by U under 
the mapping ")) atleast twice. Now we know that the integral 
/|K (p,e)| dvAda 
U " 
is the volume of the image of U under ")) . Hence 
/ |K^(p,e)| dvAdo >^C^+u-l' (4.2.6) 
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On the other hand, for every (p,e) in U, we have 
|Ki(p,e)|" = I i (b^+ b2+ ... +b^)|" 
> |bi b2 b^l = K^(p,e), 
i.e., |K^(p,e)|" > Ky^(p,e). (4.2.7) 
Equality holds in inequation (4.2.7) if and only if 
^1 = ^2 = " ^n* 
From (4,2 .6) and ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) , we get 
/ |Kj^(p,e)|" dv Ada > f | K ^ ( p , e ) | " dvAda 
> . / |Kn(p,e)l dvAda 
^ ^ ^n+N-1* 
Hence from the definition of "CAi(f»n), we get 
•CAi(f,n) > 2. 
Now we state a theorem which establishes the equality of the 
first total absolute curvatures under two immersions with 
different codimensions analogues to those of Chern and Lashof 
[ 17]. 
THEOREM (4.2.2)[02]: Let f : M " > R""^^ be an immersion 
of a closed manifold M'^ into R""*''^ , given by 
f : p — > f(p) = (f'(p), f''-'^ (p)) ipeUi'') 
: 44 : 
Let 
f«: M" > R"'^ '^ ' (N'< N ) , be the immersion defined by 
f (p) = (f (p) tf^ '^ C^p) 0). 
Then the first total absolute curvatures of f and f* are 
equal, i.e., 
X.Ai(f,k) = ^A^(f',k) k = 0,1,2,.... 
DEFINITION (4,2,3): Let M be an n-dimensional manifold 
immersed in Euclidean space R" . Then the mean curvature 
vector H of the immersion f : M > R""*" is given by 
H = i Z (Z hfi) e^, 
and the length a of H i s given by 
r 2 V 2 
a = [Z (Z hl.r] . 
r i 
Let F denote a field and H.(M,F) be the ith homology 
group of M over the field F, Let ^^{U,F) be the dimension 
of the ith homology group H.(M,F). We put 
P(M) = max j Z Pi(M,F) : F is a fieldj . 
Then B.Y. Chen [03] proved the following theorem analogues 
to the result (2.3.3) of Chern and Lashof. 
: 45 : 
THEOREM (4.2.3)r03l; Let M be an n-dimensional closed 
manifold irnnersed in a Euclidean space R of dimension 
n+N with non-negative scalar curvature. Then we have 
/ a" dv > Y P(M), 
where y is a positive constant depends only on the dimension 
of M, 
REMARK: The theorem (4.2.3) is certainly not a generalization 
of the Chem and Lashof's theorem (2.3,3) but gives another 
relation between the geometric and topological invarient of 
the manifold. 
4.3. CURVATURES OF A SURFACE IN A EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
Let M be a surface immersed in R and B is the 
set of elements b = (Pfeit^o* • ••»^2+N^ such that (p,ej,,e2) 
belongs to F(M^) and (f (p),ej^, ...,62^^^) £ F(R^"*"^). Where 
F(M ) and F(R ) denote the bundles of oriented orthonormal 
2 2+N N-1 
frames of M and R respectively. Let e ^  SJJ , where 
N-1 9 
Sp ^ denotes the fibre at p of the sphere bundle B^ — > M 
and (p»e,,e2»e3. ...#62^) be a local cross-section of 
B — > F(M^). For p € U C M^, we put e = 62^ ^^ = 2 f^ . ^x^^^' 
Thus we can write 
.2+N ^ ^ Zx 
^ij = I ^r ^ j » 
: 46 : 
where hj,^  denotes the restriction of h^^ onto the image 
of this local cross section. From (2.2,2) and (4.2.1), it 
follows that 
K(p,e) = det (Z Tj. h[j) 
= (jT^;^i)(LT3f;i2) - (?n»^2)^' 
X S u 
Which is a quadratic form of T^,,,»t TO+M* Hence choosing a 
suitable cross section, we can write 
K(p,e) = S>ij._2 ^ r Tr » ^i 1^2 ^'"'^"^N' (4.3.1) 
2 
We call this local cross-section of B — > F(M ) a Frenet 
cross-section and the frame {pt^\f^2*^3* ""*^2+U^ ^ Frenet 
2 
frame . "^^ is called the a-th curvature of second kind of M 
2+N — 
in R and ^^(p) *= ^ l^P»®a+2^ ^^ called the a-th curvature 
of the first kind. For a differentiable Frenet cross-section 
{pt^lf^2*^3**"*^2+U^ °^ U C M , we can have C^ 1-forms on U 
"rt = d^ r- H* 
2 
Which we call the torsion forms of M . With respect to this 
Frenet cross-section, we have 
"lr'^"2r ^^r-2 "i'^'^2' ^ ^ ^  
'^ lr'^ '^ 2f*" '^ lt^ '^ 2r ~ °» 2 < r, t, r ?^  t. 
: 47 : 
Lastly, we have from (2.2,1) 
da)jL2= 2 Wir^"r2 = "? (*^11 ^22" •'L ^12^ "i A «2 • 
2 
If we denote the Gaussian curvature of M by G(p), we have 
d<0j^ 2 ~ -Gip)^^/^ f^2' 
Therefore, 
G(p) = £ (hj^ ^ h22 - ^12 ^12^* 
By the use of Frenet frame, we have 
N 
G(p) = Z -XAp). 
a=l " 
Chen [7] has proved the following result giving an inequality 
for the a-th curvatures which generalizes the Willmore's 
inequality (4.1,2). 
THEOREM (4.3,1)[7]: Let f : M^ > R^ "^ ^ be an immersion of 
an oriented closed surface M into R . Then the sum of 
the squares of the a-th curvatures satisfies the following 
inequality 
N 
/ ( £ 7^;;) dv > 4 11. (4.3.2) 
,.2 assl 
2 
Where the equality holds if andgnly if M is embedded as a 
2+N 
sphere in a 3-dimensional linear subspace of R • 
: 48 : 
If we define an invarient say ^(p), then for a closed 
oriented surface M immersed in R with genus g, Otsuki 
proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM (4,3.2)[29]: For a closed oriented surface M^ 
2+N immersed in R and with genus g, we have 
4(g+l)ii 
/ f(p) dv >. (4.3.3) 
2 N 
M^ 
REMARK: If N = 1, we have f(p) = lG(p)|. Thus (4.3.3) 
becomes 
/ |G(p)ldv > 4(g+l)n. 
M 
4.4. INEQUALITIES OF LENGTH OF SECOND FUNDAMENTAL FORM 
The main purpose of this section is to obtain two integ-
ral inequalities for the length of the second fundamental form 
which can be applied to minimal submanifolds of an (n+N)-sphere, 
Let M be a n-dimensional closed sub-manifold in R" . 
Then the length of the second fundamental form of the immersion 
f : M > R""*"^  is defined by 
r 2 1/2 
S = [ r (htJ ] (4.4.1) 
r,i,J ^^  
The inequalities of length of second fundamental form is given 
in the following theorem. 
: 49 : 
THEOREM (4,4,1)[03]: Let M be an n-diraentional closed 
manifold immersed in an Euclidean space R of dimension 
n+N with non-negative scalar curvature. Then we have 
i "^- >-(2)-^(n)"/^ C„ M M ) , (4.4.2) 
if n is even. And 
V2 .^_ . 7V2 
/ S" dv > (n" C2„) (2C^i C2„^^.,) C^^N-IP^^), 
(4.4.3) 
if n is odd. 
The equality sign of (4,4.2) holds if and only if M is 
a hypersphere of an (n+l)-dimensional linear subspace of R , 
and the equality sign of (4.4.3) holds if and only if N = 1 
and M is a hypersphere. 
CHAPTER V 
TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF MANIFOLDS 
IMMERHD I N ftlEMAflNlA}^ MAMI?0LD5 
5.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In the present chapter, we shall study the total absolute 
curvatures of a compact oriented n-dimensional manifold M 
immersed in s""*"^ , a (n+N)-dimensional sphere in R"'*"'*'''"^  as 
well as that of the manifold , Immersed in a Riemnnian manifold 
The simplest Riemannian manifold after R"^  is a sphere, there-
fore before studying total absolute curvature of manifoods 
immersed in a arbitrary Riemannian manifold, it is natural to 
study it for manifolds immersed in sphere, 
5.2. TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF A MANIFOLD IMMERSED 
IN A SPHERE: 
Let M be a compact oriented n-dimensional manifold 
immersed in s" , a(n+N)-dimensional sphere in R"^  . In 
order to define total absolute curvature of the immersion 
f : M > S"^^ C R""*"^ "*"^ , we shall define the Gauss map based 
at p ^  M as->) : B . — > S (s""*"^ ), where S (s"'^ '^ ) is the 
unit sphere in the tangent space T (S ) and we compute the 
integral over M of the absolute value of the pull back of 
the normalized volume element of S (S'^'*"'^) under the map ')) • 
Such an integral is called the total absolute curvature of M 
with respect to the base point p 6. M. Assume that, -p be the 
antipode of p in s""*"^ . If -p ^  M, we shall prove that 
: 51 : 
the total curvature of M with respect to p is the Euler-
Polncare characteristic of M. Moreover, if -p ^  M, the total 
absolute curvature of M with respect to p satisfies results 
analogues to those of Chern and Lashof (discussed in Chapter II) 
for the total absolute curvature of immersed manifolds of Eucli-
dean space R • The total absolute curvature with respect 
to p is also studied when -p G. M. Finally, we consider the 
average of the total absolute curvatures of M over all base 
points p €. S*^  and call it average total absolute curvature 
X.(M). We shall state some results in this context essentially 
due to J.L. Weiner [34]. 
LEMMA (5.2.1)[34]: (1) Let X £ Tq(s") and q j^  p. Then 
the parallel translate of X to p along any geodesic from 
q to p is independent of the geodesic. 
(2) Let xeT.p(s"), and X = "j Y £ T_p(s")/<X,Y> = o] . 
Then the parallel translate of X to p along any geodesic 
1 
from -p to p with initial velocity X is independent of the 
geodesic. 
DEFINITION (5.2.1); Let p €. M. The Gauss map based at p 
is a map S)-.* -^i) — ^ ^n^^ ) from bundle of normal vectors 
is defined as follows 
B^ into S is" ) , the sphere in the tangent space T (s""^ *^ )^ 
Let (q,e) € B^ . If q ?^  -p then, "9p(q»e) is the 
parallel translate of e to p along any geodesic from q to p« 
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If q = -p then, "^Q^*^*®^ ^^ *^® parallel translate of e to 
p along the geodesic with initial tangent in T (M). 
I3.U.VA (5.2.2)[34]: The Gauss map, •^ ) : B^ > S (s""*"^ ) is 
continuous and differentiable on BJ M / {-?}• 
REMARJ^: For a compact manifold immersed in s"^  , we may 
globally define the Gauss map on M with respect to any base 
point p. If -p G M for some p €. s""*" , then the Gauss map 
-^  is continuous but only differentiable on B^| M/-^ -pj . 
DEFINITION (5.2.2): For a differentiable immersed manifold in 
S"'*-^ , we set 
K (M) = / D p dZ 
P B^ ^ 
-^p(M) = / |:J)p dEi, 
where dE is the volume element of S (s""*"^ **-^ ). We call 
K (M) the total curvature of M with respect to p and 
T (M) the total absolute curvature with respect to p. 
Let the sphere s""*" be isometrically embedded in 
R"*'^-^^ Suppose Opt s"-^^/(.pj > R"-^^ be streographic 
projection from -p onto the tangent hyperplane R" to S^ 
at p. Let M(p) equal to the image of M/\-p] under a , 
where M(p) carry the metric induced from R" . 
LEMMA (5.2.3)[34]: Let M be an immersed submanifold of 
S , Then the following diagram 
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B^l M/\-pf 
^? 
:P(M(p)) 
^ , 
•i> 
-> Sp(s"-^N) 
da. 
-> S n+N-1 
is commutative. Where ^(M(p)) denotes the bundle of unit 
vectors normal to M(p) in R"^"*" • 
REMARK: Since the above diagram is commutative, we appeal 
that 
and 
(1) K(M(p)) - Kp(M). 
(2) T K M C P ) ) =rp(M). 
Where K(M(p)) and T K M C P ) ) denotes the total curvature and 
total absolute curvature of M(p), respectively. 
Now we shall state a theorem which gives a relation 
between total absolute curvature at a point of the manifold 
and the Euler-characteristic of M. 
THEOREM (5.2,1)[34]: Let M" be a compact oriented immersed 
submanifold of s""*"^  and suppose -p ^  M, Then K (M) «'^(M), 
where "^LCM) is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of M. 
PROOF: Let -p € M, then M/{-pj = M, therefore M and M(p) 
are diffeomorphic under the map cj_. In particular, one can 
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assume that M and M(p) are topologically equivalent. Hence 
K (M) = K(M(p)). Also, K(M(p)) = ")(J(M), by the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem. Therefore combining these two equalities, we get 
Kp(M) = K(M(p)) « T^M). 
The bounds attained by the total absolute curvature 
(analogues to those of Chern and Lashof [16]) can be seen in 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM (5.2.2)[34]: Let M" be a compact oriented immersed 
submanifoid of s""*"^ . Let p £ s""*"^  and suppose -p ^  M. 
Then we have the following 
(1) "C (M) i p(M), where 3(M) is the sum of the Betti 
numbers of M. 
(2) "^p(M) < 3 implies M is homeomorphic to S . 
(3) Tl (M) = 2 implies M is embedded as a hypersurface of 
a small (n+l)-sphere ^j^^i through -p. 
By a small sphere of S , we mean a submanifold Z of 
S^ such that for every embedding of s" into R^"*" , we have 
Z^ m S^DL*^"*"^, where L'"'*'^  is (m+l)-dimensional plane in 
5 . 3 . THE AVERAGE TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE 
Let M be a compact o r i e n t e d immersed submanifold of 
(n+N)-dln3ensional sphere S^ . We s h a l l d e f i n e the average 
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total absolute curvature •^(M) as follows 
X.(M) = / -C^(M) dv"-^ N , 
where X(M) is the average value of "C_(M) taken over all 
possible base points p G S • 
Some results which we had studied in Chapter II about 
absolute curvature, also holds in case of average total abso-
lute curvature follows from the following theorem. 
THEOREM (5.3.1)[34]: Let M'^ be a compact oriented immersed 
submanifold of S . Then 
(1) ^ (M) > p(M) I 2. 
(2) T K M ) «= 2 if M is embedded as a small n-sphere, 
REMARKt We notice that if r^(M) = 2, then TlpCM) = 2 for 
all p £ s" such that -p ^  M. This is obvious because the 
function p >T (M) is continuous and greater or equal to 
2 on 5 p € s""'"^ /-p ^  M f. In particular, there is atleast 
one p e S""^ ^ .with -p ^  M such that "C (M) = 2. 
LEMMA (5,3.1)[34]: Let M" be a manifold homeomorphic to s" 
embedded in s""^ "^  with "^ .(M) - 2. If 
(1) n ^  2 or 
(2) n >. 3 and M has an umbilic point, then M is 
embedded as a small sphere. 
: 5 6: 
By the use of above lemma, the proof of the following 
theorem easily follows. 
THEOREM (5.3,2)[34]: Let M" be a compact oriented immersed 
submanifoid of (n+N)-dimensional sphere S , where n £ 2. 
If T1(M) = 2, then M is embedded as a small n-sphere. 
In the next section, we shall study the total absolute 
curvature of a manifold immersed in Riemannian manifold, 
5.4. TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF A MANIFOLD IMMERSED 
IN A RIEMANNIAN MANIF6LB 
Throughout this section, we shall assume that M is a 
compact, orienteble n-dimensional manifold and R is a complete 
simply connected (n+N)-dimensional Riemannian Manifold with 
non positive sectional curvature. Then Cartan's theorem says 
that any two points of M can be joined by a unique geodesic. 
In other words, at each point p €. M the exponential map 
exp : T (M) > M is a global diffeomorphism. Let f be an 
immersion from the manifold M into the Riemannian manifold 
U and e denote the parallel translation of the tangent vector 
e ^ T (M), along the unique geodesic joining f(p) and a 
fixed point. 
Now, let q be a point in f(M), and we set 
B^=j(p,e)/p e. M, e is the parallel translation of the unit 
tangent vector e along ^he unique geodesic joining f(p) and 
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q and perpendicular to exp~ (f(M)) at exp" f(p), 
® ^  f(p)(^)j. Clearly if we regard the Riemannian manifold M 
as Euclidean space R , then B^ is Just the normal bundle 
of M and we call B^ , a pseudo-normal bundle of M with 
respect to the point qa Moreover B^ is a bundle of (N-1)-
dimensional spheres over M and is a C -manifold of dimension 
n+N-1. Consider the mapping 
defined by ^(p*®) = 6, where s" "* is the unit sphere of 
Tq(fl). 
Suppose dv be the volume element of M and da is 
the differential form of degree N-1 on B-o such that its 
restriction to a fibre is the volume element of the sphere of 
unit normal vectors at p € M, then da A dv is the volume 
element of B^, Let dZ be the volume element of s" ~ . 
Consider the function G(p,q,e) on M defined by 
^•(dZ) = G(p,q,e) dvAda. (5.4.1) 
The total absolute curvature at p with respect to q is 
defined as 
K»(p,q) - r |G(p,q,e)|da , (5.4.2) 
and the total absolute curvature of M is defined as 
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The infimum of the integral is meaningful because M is 
compact and / K»(p,q)dv is a continuous function of q over 
M 
f(M). 
Now, we give the generalization of Chern and Lashof's 
theorem (2.3,3) as follows, 
THEOREM (5.4,l)[8]: Let f is an immersion from a compact, 
orientable manifold M to complete, simply connected Rieman-
nian manifold M with non-positive sectional curvature, then 
the total absolute curvature T.(f) satisfies the following 
inequality 
<:(f) > P, 
n 
where p = E p^  and p^  is the ith Betti number of M, 
i=o ^ ^ 
The characterization of the total absolute curvature as defined 
in the begining of this section follows from the following 
theorem, 
THEOREM (5.4,2)[a]: Under the same hypothesis as of theorem 
(5,4.1), let q £ f(M), and set 
h^ = (expq ) o f, 
and let X.(h^) denote the total curvature in the sense of 
Chern and Lashof, then we have 
i:(f) « inf IKh') 
qef(M) "^ 
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PROOF: Let Bo' is the normal bundle of the immersion 
hq "= (e'^ Pq^  of) : M — > T^CM) 
i.e., Bo/ ss |(p,e')/e* is the unit normal vectors to 
(hg,)^(M) at h^(p)j. 
we define the normal map 
i 
S)(p,e') = e'. 
y : B , / — > sJ^-^-i 
by 
Then we have 
-^ '» dE = G'(p,q,e')dvAda', 
where da' denotes a differential (N-l)-form on B^ such that 
its restriction to a fibre is the volume element of the sphere 
of the unit normal vectors. For a fixed e' in S "* , we 
define a function h , given by 
hg.(p) = h^(p).e', 
then the number of all critical points of the function h , is 
equal to the elements of B^ which is transformed into e* 
by-^. If m'(e') denotes the number of all critical points 
of hg', then we have 
^ cn+N-1 n+N-i 
^q 
: 60 : 
But the number of all critical points of the function 
h » t M > R is equal to the number of all critical points 
of the function h^,. Hence 
e' 
T.(h' ) » / in(e')d2:/C ^ _^jL 
^ cn+N-1 "^ "^  ^ S 
Therefore by definition, 
•C(f) = inf T.(h^) 
This completes the proof of the theorem, 
: 61 : 
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